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The marine picocyanobacteria Prochlorococcus represent a significant fraction of the
global pelagic bacterioplankton community. Specifically, in the surface waters of the
Red Sea, they account for around 91% of the phylum Cyanobacteria. Previous work
suggested a widespread presence of high-light (HL)-adapted ecotypes in the Red Sea
with the occurrence of low-light (LL)-adapted ecotypes at intermediate depths in the
water column. To obtain a more comprehensive dataset over a wider biogeographical
scope, we used a 454-pyrosequencing approach to analyze the diversity of the
Prochlorococcus rpoC1 gene from a total of 113 samples at various depths (up
to 500 m) from 45 stations spanning the Red Sea basin from north to south. In
addition, we analyzed 45 metagenomes from eight stations using hidden Markov
models based on a set of reference Prochlorococcus genomes to (1) estimate the
relative abundance of Prochlorococcus based on 16S rRNA gene sequences, and (2)
identify and classify rpoC1 sequences as an assessment of the community structure
of Prochlorococcus in the northern, central and southern regions of the basin without
amplification bias. Analyses of metagenomic data indicated that Prochlorococcus occurs
at a relative abundance of around 9% in samples from surface waters (25, 50, 75
m), 3% in intermediate waters (100 m) and around 0.5% in deep-water samples
(200–500 m). Results based on rpoC1 sequences using both methods showed that
HL II cells dominate surface waters and were also present in deep-water samples.
Prochlorococcus communities in intermediate waters (100 m) showed a higher diversity
and co-occurrence of low-light and high-light ecotypes. Prochlorococcus communities
at each depth range (surface, intermediate, deep sea) did not change significantly over
the sampled transects spanning most of the Saudi waters in the Red Sea. Statistical
analyses of rpoC1 sequences from metagenomes indicated that the vertical distribution
of Prochlorococcus in the water column is correlated with physicochemical gradients:
temperature and oxygen are positively correlated with HL II (R2 = 0.71, p ≤ 0.05) while
Chl a concentration, nutrient concentrations and salinity correlate with the prevalence of
LL clades.
Keywords: Prochlorococcus, microbial ecology, Red Sea, rpoC1 gene, metagenomics, pyrosequencing, marine
microbiology, marine science
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INTRODUCTION

extremely low light intensities (Ting et al., 2002). In addition to
these physiological advantages, the high genetic microdiversity
that forms distinct subgroups within the genus permits their
distribution in marine habitats with different environmental
conditions (Moore et al., 1998). These phylogenetically closely
related subgroups have several different physiological and
genetic traits that render them well adapted to their respective
(micro-) environment, (Partensky et al., 1999; Biller et al., 2015).
Prochlorococcus are divided into high-light (HL)-adapted and
low-light (LL)-adapted clades (Moore et al., 1998; West and
Scanlan, 1999; Rocap et al., 2002). The HL clade typically
occupies surface waters or mixed surface layers, while the LL
clade grows at substantially lower light intensities and usually
dominates deeper waters (Goericke and Repeta, 1993). HL and
LL-adapted Prochlorococcus cells have distinctly variable ratios
of unique divinyl derivatives of Chl a and b molecules, which
allow them to efficiently absorb light at intensities much lower
than without them (Moore et al., 1998; Ting et al., 2002). These
clades are further resolved, according to sequences of their
rRNA intergenic transcribed spacer (ITS) region, into several
phylogenetically distinct HL (I, II, HNLCs, and VI) and LL (I-VII
and NC1) ecotypes (Rocap et al., 2002; Martiny et al., 2009; Lavin
et al., 2010; Rusch et al., 2010; West et al., 2011; Huang et al.,
2012). In a recent study of the Pacific Ocean, Prochlorococcus
HL-adapted clades were further resolved into sub-ecotype
levels. Consistent with previous findings, seasonality influenced
the large-scale community composition but interestingly, the
spatial distribution of the HL sub-ecotypes had additional
different environmental drivers. HL II sub-ecotypes showed less
diverse niche differentiation than HL I sub-ecotypes, suggesting
that unmeasured variables in the oligotrophic ocean may be
critical for the partitioning of these populations (Larkin et al.,
2016). Culture-independent methods and oceanic metagenomes
continue to reveal previously unknown Prochlorococcus groups,
indicating that the full extent of their diversity remains to be
defined (Lavin et al., 2010; Rusch et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012).
Metagenomic analyses of natural Prochlorococcus subpopulations
in the surface ocean showed a high genomic diversity that
followed a clear biogeographic pattern. Gene frequencies of
the variable genome significantly correlated with environmental
parameters, indicating that this diversity is not randomly
distributed (Kent et al., 2016). An extensive analysis of singlecell genomes showed that fine-scale sequence diversity is present
even among coexisting subpopulations of Prochlorococcus within
the same drop of seawater (Kashtan et al., 2014).
To date, the majority of available information on their
microdiversity and distribution has come from the analyses of
16S rRNA genes and ITS sequences (Rocap et al., 2002; Brown
and Fuhrman, 2005; Johnson et al., 2006; Zinser et al., 2006).
High sequence similarity and/or length discrepancies in these
approaches have revealed the need for other less conserved
protein-coding genes as markers to analyze the community
structure of Prochlorococcus. Although several candidate genes
like psbB (encoding a chlorophyll-binding protein), cpeB
(encoding β-phycoerythrin), and the nitrogen regulator ntcA
(Urbach et al., 1998; Steglich et al., 2003; Penno et al., 2006),
have been assayed in the past, the single-copy gene encoding

The Red Sea is a poorly explored oligotrophic marine
environment with distinct physicochemical properties that are
very different from the neighboring Gulf of Aqaba (Klinker
et al., 1978; Labiosa et al., 2003). The long, narrow main basin
is enclosed from the northern end by the Suez Canal and Gulf
of Aqaba and from the southern end by the Bab Al Mandab,
reducing the water inflow to negligible levels during most of
the year (Edwards, 1987; Da Silva et al., 1994). Continuous
exposure to solar irradiation causes surface waters to reach
high temperatures (23–32◦ C; Raitsos et al., 2013) and the water
column below the surface layer to remain nearly isothermal
almost year round (Edwards, 1987). The combination of minimal
precipitation in the Arabian region with high evaporation rates
(Morcos, 1970) renders the main basin extremely saline (from 36
to 41 psu) (Edwards, 1987). Remote sensing of chlorophyll (Chl)
a (a proxy for phytoplankton biomass), surface temperature and
wind data revealed that the succession of phytoplankton biomass
follows a specific seasonality, controlled by the effects of mixing
that weaken the stratification across meridional domains of the
Red Sea (Brewin et al., 2013; Raitsos et al., 2013). The southern
Red Sea is the most productive region of the basin, as reflected by
the peak in Chl a levels during autumn (Raitsos et al., 2013). This
is likely due to the influx of colder waters with higher nutrient
concentrations from the Gulf of Aden through the strait of Bab Al
Mandab (Raitsos et al., 2013). These pronounced environmental
gradients in the Red Sea play an important role in shaping the
connectivity patterns of reef fish (Nanninga et al., 2014; Robitzch
et al., 2015), coral community structure (Sawall et al., 2014),
and benthos composition (Giles et al., 2015). Also, the bacterial
diversity and community structure in the northeastern part of
the Red Sea follows the surface temperature-salinity gradient
across the basin (Ngugi et al., 2011; Ngugi and Stingl, 2012). Still,
the impact of these environmental gradients on the fine-scale
community structure of the most abundant microorganisms is
still largely unknown.
Ngugi et al. (2011) reported that the picocyanobacteria of
the genus Prochlorococcus are the most abundant photosynthetic
microorganisms in the Red Sea. The distribution patterns of
Prochlorococcus (Chisholm et al., 1988) and their phylogenetic
sister group Synechococcus (Waterbury et al., 1985) are closely
tied to environmental parameters and gradients (Scanlan et al.,
2009; Biller et al., 2015). They are usually the most abundant
photosynthetic microorganisms in oceans between 45◦ N and
45◦ S (Olson et al., 1990; Johnson et al., 2006). Despite broad
differences in their distribution patterns across water columns
and in their genetic diversity, both genera play important roles
in the microbial food web and contribute considerably to global
primary production (Li, 1994; Scanlan and West, 2002; Jardillier
et al., 2010). The density of Prochlorococcus cells is usually high
in the epipelagic zone of oligotrophic, tropical and subtropical
waters where they receive sufficient light energy. Their high
abundance in low-nutrient environments is attributed to their
high surface-area-to-volume ratio (Chisholm et al., 1992), an
enhanced capacity to harvest sunlight (Partensky et al., 1993;
Hess et al., 2001) and their ability to readily fix carbon at
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the gamma subunit of DNA-directed RNA polymerase, rpoC1,
has been established as a robust functional gene marker of
picocyanobacterial communities (Palenik, 1994; Toledo and
Palenik, 1997; Ferris and Palenik, 1998; Ma et al., 2004; Jameson
et al., 2008, 2010; Gutiérrez-Rodríguez et al., 2014). Phylogenetic
analyses of rpoC1 gene fragments and comparisons with data
obtained from restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)
of rpoC1 from samples with a variety of light intensities in the
Atlantic Ocean led to the detection of putative novel lineages
within the LL and HL clades (Jameson et al., 2008, 2010). More
recently, quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) assays
based on rpoC1 were used to detect novel picocyanobacterial
genotypes related to the LL I ecotype from the Costa Rica Dome.
Spatial differences in picocyanobacterial populations and their
taxonomic resolution have been linked to the strong interannual
variability of the dome, a shallow oxycline and the water body’s
environmental gradients (Gutiérrez-Rodríguez et al., 2014).
Because of their importance in global oceans and current
predictions of possible impact of climate change on their
community structure (Duarte, 2014), the biogeographical
distribution of Prochlorococcus ecotypes, their seasonal
variability, and their adaptation to increased water temperatures
has received considerable attention (Partensky et al., 1999;
Schattenhofer et al., 2009; Flombaum et al., 2013). The Red Sea is
a unique example of a warm and highly saline marine ecosystem.
Analyzing Prochlorococcus microdiversity and distribution
in its water column may help deduce the effects of climate
change. So far, only limited information on the biogeography
of Prochlorococcus in the main basin of the Red Sea is available
(Shibl et al., 2014), as previous studies have focused only on the
Gulf of Aqaba (Lindell and Post, 1995; Steglich et al., 2003; Fuller
et al., 2005). In this study, we report the first detailed analysis of
the community structure of Prochlorococcus in the water column
of the northern, central and southern regions of the main basin
of the Red Sea using shotgun metagenomics and PCR-based
high-throughput sequencing based on the rpoC1 marker gene.
Using the data of both approaches, we investigate correlations
between the microdiversity of Prochlorococcus and the unusual
physicochemical parameters of the Red Sea.

FIGURE 1 | Map of the Red Sea basin. Solid dark-blue circles indicate
stations where the water column was sampled for pyrotag sequencing of the
Prochlorococcus rpoC1 gene fragment. Yellow stars represent the stations
where the water column was sampled for further metagenomic shotgun
sequencing. All water samples were collected during KRSE2011 onboard the
R/V Aegaeo.

salinity, temperature, chlorophyll a and dissolved oxygen
readings (Tables S1, S2) from the collected water samples;
suspended particles were removed by a 5.0 µm prefilter and
presumably freely suspended cells were captured by subsequent
filtration onto 1.2 and 0.1 µm filters (mixed cellulose ester,
Millipore). Each filter was immediately sealed inside sterile
re-sealable bags and frozen at −20◦ C while onboard the vessel.
Filtrate from the 0.1 µm filter was frozen at −20◦ C and nutrients
measurements were obtained by flow injection analysis at Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute (for silicate) and at the UCSB
Marine Science Institute (nitrate and phosphate).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Collection
Water-column samples from the Red Sea were collected
in September-October 2011 for pyrotag sequencing and
metagenomic shotgun sequencing as part of the third R/V
Aegaeo KAUST Red Sea Expedition (KRSE 2011). For pyrotag
sequencing, sampling sites consisted of 22 expanded transects
from the coast to the open ocean across the Red Sea basin
and 20 L seawater was collected at depths of 10, 25, 50, 100,
200, and 500 m (or the deepest possible depth at shallower
stations); for metagenomic shotgun sequencing, 20 L seawater
samples were collected from the same depths but only from eight
stations (Figure 1). We used a rosette sampler outfitted with 12
Niskin bottles (10 L/bottle) for water and a CTD (conductivity,
temperature, and depth) unit with additional sensors (SBE
9/11+, Sea-Bird Electronics, Bellevue, WA, USA) to capture
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DNA Extraction and rpoC1 Pyrosequencing
Total DNA was extracted from the 0.1 µm filters using a
protocol modified from Rusch et al. (2007). In brief, the
aqueous DNA extracts (after the chloroform–isoamyl–alcohol
extraction step) were washed with 10 mM TE buffer (10 mM
Tris-HCl; 1 mM Na-EDTA, pH 8.0; Wright et al., 2009) and
concentrated using Amicon ultracentrifugation tubes (10 kDa,
Millipore) as described by the manufacturer. The purity of the
extracted DNA was assessed with 1% agarose gel electrophoresis
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used for detailed phylogenetic analyses. Maximum likelihood
and neighbor-joining trees were generated in the molecular
evolutionary genetics analysis (MEGA) software v6.06 (Tamura
et al., 2013) and included Prochlorococcus sequences from
cultured isolates (Rocap et al., 2003; Kettler et al., 2007), singlecell amplified genomes (Malmstrom et al., 2013; Kashtan et al.,
2014), metagenomic assemblies (Rusch et al., 2010), and new
whole-genome assemblies ((Biller et al., 2014); Figure S2). Heat
maps displaying relative abundance of Prochlorococcus bins
and OTUs, as well as ordination plots with PCA calculations
and variance partitioning analyses were generated using the R
package (R Core Team, 2014, http://www.R-project.org; Oksanen
et al., 2013; Warnes et al., 2013). Hierarchical clustering analyses
on the community composition and environmental variables
were performed using the “hclust” function with the “euclidean”
distance measure and the “complete” agglomeration method
from the stats R package (R Core Team, 2014, http://www.Rproject.org).

and quantified using Quant-iT PicoGreen (Molecular Probes,
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) as described by the manufacturer.
The picocyanobacterial rpoC1 gene was amplified by PCR using
primers that target Prochlorococcus lineages: forward primer
5M_F (5′ -GARCARATHGTYTAYTTYA-′ 3) and reverse primer
SAC1039R (5′ -CYTGYTTNCCYTCDATDATRTC-′ 3; Tai and
Palenik, 2009; Gutiérrez-Rodríguez et al., 2014). Each PCR
mixture (15 µl) contained 7.5 µl of the 2X QIAGEN Multiplex
PCR Master Mix, 0.5 µl of each primer (10 µM), and 2 µl
of template DNA for samples >10 ng/µl or 4 µl of template
DNA for samples <10 ng/µl. PCRs were run with the following
conditions: initial denaturation at 94◦ C for 15 min, followed by
35 cycles at 94◦ C for 30 s, 35◦ C for 45 s, 72◦ C for 45 s and a
final extension at 72◦ C for 10 min. Uniquely barcoded forward
primers (annealed to Lib-L) were used for semi-nested PCRs (due
to limited PCR product from the first round of PCR) that were
run with 2 µl of the purified first PCR product as template. The
conditions of the semi-nested PCRs were similar to the original
ones, except for an annealing temperature of 40◦ C. Samples were
then pooled at equimolar quantities (20 ng of each), followed by
DNA precipitation with isopropanol. Amplicons were purified
with the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany)
and DNA concentrations were measured using the Qubit BR
instrument (Invitrogen, Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA) as described
by the manufacturer. Pyrosequencing was performed on a
Roche 454 Genome Sequencer FLX Titanium (454 Life Sciences,
Branford, CT, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Metagenomic Analyses and Data
Processing
Metagenomic shotgun libraries of 45 samples from eight stations
were constructed using the Nextera DNA library prep kit
(Illumina, San Diego, CA). The libraries were sequenced on
the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego,
CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol in the
Biosciences Core Laboratory (BCL) at King Abdullah University
of Science and Technology (KAUST). After removing the
adapters, sequences were 93 bp in length and an average of
10 million reads per sample were generated (Table S3 and
Thompson et al., 2016). Raw Illumina metagenomic reads were
trimmed using Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) and PhiX
contamination was removed using Bowtie 2 (Langmead and
Salzberg, 2012). Error correction was performed by SPAdes 3.5.0
(Nurk et al., 2013) and ribosomal contamination was removed by
SortMeRNA (Kopylova et al., 2012).
The 45 metagenomes were analyzed for relative abundance of
Prochlorococcus taxonomic groups using GraftM v0.6.3 (http://
github.com/geronimp/graftM); a hidden Markov model (HMM)
was used with pplacer (Matsen et al., 2010) to identify and
classify rpoC1 and 16S rRNA reads to the phylogenetic level
with the highest resolution. We retrieved 73,931 Prochlorococcus
rpoC1 reads and 13,821 16S rRNA reads from the metagenomes
with an average of 1643 and 307 reads per metagenome,
respectively. Firstly, we built custom-made reference packages
specifically targeting the Prochlorococcus rpoC1 and 16S rRNA
genes. These packages consisted of an alignment file with
taxonomic information and a phylogenetic tree. HMM profiles
were generated from the alignment file of the publicly available
Prochlorococcus rpoC1 and 16S rRNA genes and the maximumlikelihood trees were constructed using MEGA v6.06 (Tamura
et al., 2013) with 1000 iterations for bootstrapping. For rpoC1
sequences, correlation analyses, ordination plots with PCA
calculations, variance partitioning analyses and hierarchical
clustering analyses were generated with the R package (R Core
Team, 2014, http://www.R-project.org; Oksanen et al., 2013;

Pyrotag Data Processing
Resulting pyrotags were pre-processed by trimming primers
and adapters and de-noised using the MOTHUR software
package (Schloss et al., 2009). Chimeric sequences were detected
and removed by Uchime (Edgar et al., 2011) resulting in a
total of 32,437 optimized reads with predefined start and end
positions that overlap in the same alignment space. MOTHUR
(Schloss et al., 2009) was used for binning and preliminary
taxonomic classification of the rpoC1 pyrosequencing reads
at an 80% confidence level. First, we designed a reference
database of rpoC1 sequences from all available Prochlorococcus
genomes (Biller et al., 2014; Kashtan et al., 2014). The reference
database was aligned and a pairwise distance matrix was
generated in MEGA v6.06 (Tamura et al., 2013). The average
nucleotide distance between all reference sequences from all
available clades was calculated as 0.07 (0.02 at the amino acid
level), and therefore a 93% similarity level was selected in the
cluster command of MOTHUR to discriminate different OTUs,
resulting in 3935 OTUs (after removing singletons) with an
average length of 436 nucleotides. For downstream analyses,
we selected 113 samples with a minimum of 50 retrieved
sequences. Community richness and evenness for each depth
sampled was estimated using the number of observed OTUs,
the Chao1 estimator (Chao, 1984) and the Shannon index,
and rarefaction curves based on observed OTUs and Good’s
coverage of the whole dataset were generated using MOTHUR
(Figure S1).
A total of 38 highly represented OTUs, which were found
a minimum of two times in at least 5% of our samples, were
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Warnes et al., 2013; Wei, 2013). For 16S rRNA gene sequences,
boxplots were generated using the BoxPlotR package (Spitzer
et al., 2014).

Nucleotide Sequences and Dataset
Accession Numbers
The dataset generated by pyrosequencing for this study are
available in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under the accession
number: SRP063380. The sequences of the rpoC1 OTUs reported
in this study are available in the NCBI GenBank database
under the following accession numbers: KT585635-KT585672
and KX345257-KX345280. Metagenomic reads used in this study
are available in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under the
following accession numbers: SRR2102994-SRR2103038.

RESULTS
Environmental Conditions at Sampling
Sites
Seawater samples were collected at depths of 10, 25, 50, 100,
200, and 500 m (or the deepest possible at shallower stations)
from 45 stations spanning the main basin of the Red Sea. Among
these, eight stations representative of the southern, central and
northern regions were sampled for further metagenomic and
nutrient analyses (Figure 1). For each of these eight stations,
the same six depths were sampled with the exception of station
twelve, where its depth permitted sampling from only the three
shallowest depths. The in situ temperatures at the sampling sites
ranged from 21.5 to 31.2◦ C and the salinity ranged from 37 to
40 psu. Oxygen levels ranged between 0.6 and 4.6 mg/L, and the
surface layer of the water column was nutrient-poor relative to
the deeper waters, as indicated by the increase in overall nutrient
concentrations with increasing depth (Tables S1, S2).

FIGURE 2 | Relative abundance of Prochlorococcus 16S rRNA genes in
metagenomic samples. The boxplot displays the relative abundance (%) of
Prochlorococcus according to 16S rRNA gene fragment recruitment at
different depths from the 45 sequenced metagenomes. Center lines show the
medians; box limits indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles as determined by R
software; whiskers extend the interquartile range from the 25th and 75th
percentiles by 1.5 times.

The relative proportions of these Prochlorococcus bins varied
with depth, but these distribution patterns were consistent in
water columns from the southern throughout the northern
regions of the Red Sea (Figure 3). Bin “HL II” dominated the
Prochlorococcus communities of surface water samples, but their
relative abundance declined at 100 m as those of other bins
increased. This surge in (micro)-diversity of Prochlorococcus
ecotypes at 100 m depth is again followed by the occurrence of
“HL II” in deeper waters, albeit at very low relative abundance.

Relative Abundance of Prochlorococcus in
the Red Sea based on 16S rRNA Genes
Based on the metagenomes presented in this study, the relative
abundance of Prochlorococcus 16S rRNA genes decreased with
increasing depth: surface samples (10, 25, and 50 m) had an
average of 9.1%, intermediate waters (i.e., 100 m) had 3% and
deep-water samples (i.e., 200 and 500 m) had only a detectable
0.5% relative abundance of Prochlorococcus 16S rRNA genes
(Figure 2).

Phylogenetic Analysis of Highly
Represented rpoC1 Pyrotag OTUs
In order to trim down the number of sequences for a detailed
phylogenetic analysis, we set criteria to only include the most
highly represented OTUs. These 38 selected OTUs (out of a
total of 3935) came from only two out of the four bins: “HL
II” (34), and “unclassified Prochlorococcus” (4). The number of
sequences contained by each OTU varied and these results are
displayed on the tree next to their respective accession number.
The OTUs from bin “HL II” (34) clustered close to reference
sequences of the HL II ecotype, and the four OTUs from bin
“unclassified Prochlorococcus” fell within the LL clade (Figure 4).
One of these four OTUs clustered within the LL II/III ecotype,
whereas the others formed separate sequence clusters (Figure 4).
Seven OTUs that were binned within “HL II” formed a separate
branch distinct but closely related to HL II reference sequences.
We designated this cluster as “C10” in continuation of the
classification scheme used by Kashtan et al. (2014). One OTU

Binning of rpoC1 Pyrotag Reads and
Relative Abundances of the Bins
Grouping of 32,437 rpoC1 pyrotag sequences based on the
reference database using MOTHUR resulted in four bins:
“HL II,” “unclassified Prochlorococcus,” “unclassified HL,” and
“unclassified LL.” The majority of reads (87%) belonged to
“HL II,” 10% grouped as “unclassified Prochlorococcus,” and
“unclassified HL” and “unclassified LL” made up 3 and 0.1%,
respectively. All reads in all four bins matched Prochlorococcus
using blastn and blastx (Altschul et al., 1990) against the NCBI
database.
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FIGURE 3 | Distribution patterns of rpoC1 bins resulting from clustering analysis of pyrotag sequences in MOTHUR. The figure depicts relative
abundances (%) of each Prochlorococcus rpoC1 bin in the samples along the different depths of the water column. The size of each bin (% of total sequences) is
indicated next to it. Station numbers are displayed on the top and bottom of each column, arranged from south to north.

Chao1 nonparametric estimator of richness (3100, 3500, and
3200, respectively) and for Shannon evenness (6.9, 6.9, and 7,
respectively). Among the deeper waters (100, 200, and 500 m),
the 100 m samples had both, the highest richness (1600), and
evenness (6.55) values. The Chao1 richness estimator was higher
for 200 m (1000) than for 500 m (750), while the Shannon index
of evenness was higher at 200 m (4.9) than at 500 m (5.4). In
surface samples, the number of observed OTUs ranged from
2125–2500 to 1155 at 100 m to 187 at 200 m to 250 at 500 m
(Figure S1).

of this group in particular (OTU15; KT585649) appeared to be
relatively more represented than any other at 500 m (Figure S3).
The relative abundance of each of the 38 OTUs across all
samples is displayed in Figure S3. While the four LL OTUs
were mostly restricted to 100 m samples, the HL II-affiliated
OTUs were spread out across all other sampled depths. The
distribution of OTUs within different regions of the Red Sea
was homogeneous and did not follow an obvious biogeographical
pattern.

Phylogenetic Analysis of OTUs in Bins
“Unclassified HL” and “Unclassified
Prochlorococcus”

Fragment Recruitment From
Metagenomes and Correlations With
Environmental Parameters

While the large majority of OTUs (3367) were binned in “HL
II,” 458 and 105 OTUs were grouped in bins “unclassified
Prochlorococcus” and “unclassified HL,” respectively. As their
phylogenetic position might be of interest, we analyzed those
OTUs with a minimum of 10 reads further, despite not being very
abundant and not meeting our criteria for highly represented
OTUs as described above. Only 5 OTUs were binned in
“unclassified LL.” These OTUs contained less than 10 reads each
and were therefore excluded from the analysis. OTUs grouped
as “unclassified HL” based on the analysis in MOTHUR as
presented in Figure 3, clustered either among HL II or LL clades
(Figure S4). Most of those OTUs had their highest representation
at 50 m and four had their highest representation in the 100 m
samples (Figure S5). These four OTUs were phylogenetically
closely related to LL reference sequences and clearly represent LL
ecotypes that were misclassified in the binning algorithm. OTUs
grouped as “unclassified Prochlorococcus” clustered exclusively
among reference sequences of LL clades (Figure S4) and had
their highest representation at 100 m (Figure S5) and represent
LL ecotypes.

To circumvent the PCR-bias that may result from the
amplification and pyrosequencing of the rpoC1 gene, we analyzed
Prochlorococcus populations based on rpoC1 sequences retrieved
from metagenomes. Community composition based on the
metagenomic reads and the pyrotag data showed a similar
pattern, although the increased microdiversity of Prochlorococcus
in the 100 m samples was less prevalent (Figure S6). The
hierarchical clustering of the samples according to the rpoC1
metagenomic reads and pyrotags community structure shows a
consistent divergent clustering of Prochlorococcus communities
in surface waters (10, 25, 50 m) and 100 m samples. Deep-water
samples (200, 500 m) clustered within the surface samples based
on the pyrotag community structure, but formed a separate
cluster with the metagenome recruits (Figure S7). Principal
component analysis (PCA) was used to generate ordination plots
to visualize the relationship between environmental parameters
and the community structure of Prochlorococcus in the water
column. For the metagenome recruits, one plot includes all
stations and depths where PC1 explains 88.64% of the variation
while the other concentrates on surface samples (10, 25, and
50 m) where PC1 explains 92.8% of the variation (Figure 5).
There was no clear difference in the community structure of
coastal or open-water samples in terms of their correlation with
physicochemical properties. Generally, the samples clustered
according to their depth, although the 100 m samples did not
cluster very closely and were spread out between surface and

Prochlorococcus rpoC1 Microdiversity and
Distribution
According to the Shannon index, the Chao1 estimator and
observed OTUs (Sobs ), the alpha diversity metrics of the
pyrotag dataset varied at different depths. Samples from the
surface (10, 25, and 50 m) had the highest values for the
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FIGURE 4 | Neighbor-joining tree of 38 highly represented rpoC1 OTUs. The phylogenetic tree was constructed using the p-distance model and 1000
bootstrap replicates. Reference sequences were obtained from ∼50 Prochlorococcus and 10 Synechococcus strains (CC9311, CC9902, CC9605, RCC307,
RS9916, RS9917, WH5701, WH7803, WH7805, and WH8102). All 38 OTUs (blue: “HL II” and green: “unclassified Prochlorococcus”) from this study are shown on
(Continued)
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FIGURE 4 | Continued
the tree except for “OTU31 (KT585662),” which fell within the collapsed LL II/III ecotypes. Bootstrap values are indicated on each node by symbols, and the scale bar
indicates estimated sequence divergence. The outgroup used on the tree is the rpoC1 sequence of the Synechococcus elongatus strain PCC6301. The branches
representing major clades of Prochlorococcus with reference sequences are collapsed (except for HL II) to facilitate visualization. The branch labels (C1, C8, C5, and
C9) within the HL II clade are based on Kashtan et al. (2014). C10 refers to a group of sequences that were preliminary binned in “HL II,” but did not cluster together
with any reference sequences. The accession number of each OTU and the number of sequences contained in them is shown.

FIGURE 5 | Principal component analysis of the Prochlorococcus population based on the rpoC1 reads recruited from the metagenomes via GraftM.
(A) Ordination plot of physicochemical parameters and the community structure of Prochlorococcus from all stations and depths. (B) Ordination plot of
physicochemical parameters and the community structure of Prochlorococcus from only surface samples (10, 25, and 50 m). The lengths of the lines represent the
strength of the correlation, symbols indicate the different stations (arranged from south to north) from which the metagenomic samples were obtained and colors
indicate depth (green: 10, 25, and 50 m, orange: 100 m and blue: 200–500 m) where samples were collected.

DISCUSSION

deeper samples (Figure 5A). Partitioning of samples from 200
to 500 m is suggestive of a strong correlation with high salinity
and high levels of nitrate, phosphate and silicate (Figure 5A).
Based on the pyrotag data, the deep-water samples displayed
different partitioning by clustering within the surface samples,
but still correlated strongly with the nutrients (Figure S8A). With
both methods, surface samples showed no clear geographical
pattern and temperature appeared to influence their distribution
more than nutrient levels (nitrate, phosphate and silicate). The
presence of unclassified groups positively correlated with nitrate,
phosphate, silicate and Chl a concentrations but negatively
correlated with temperature and oxygen levels (Figure 5B and
Figure S8B). The correlation matrix showed that the HL II
ecotype was positively correlated to temperature (R2 = 0.71, p ≤
0.05) and oxygen (R2 = 0.48, p ≤ 0.05) but negatively correlated
to nutrients (p ≤ 0.05) while LL ecotypes showed a strong positive
correlation with Chl a concentration (p ≤ 0.05) (Figure S9). The
highest percent of variance explained was by the overlapping
effects of salinity and temperature (20.2%) as well as salinity
and oxygen (18.5%), followed by the four factors combined
(10.7%) (Figure S10A). In contrast, for the pyrotag data, different
combinations of factors displayed the highest percent of variance
explained; 28.9% for temperature and chlorophyll a followed by
temperature alone (18.8%) and then temperature in combination
with salinity (7.1%) (Figure S10B).
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Prochlorococcus is one of the most important primary producers
in marine ecosystems (Partensky et al., 1999). The diversity
and distribution of Prochlorococcus ecotypes depends on the
physicochemical properties of the water column (Ferris and
Palenik, 1998; West and Scanlan, 1999). Therefore, increasing
seawater temperatures, as a result of climate change, might
alter the biogeography of these communities. The Red Sea with
its warm and saline waters provides an exciting opportunity
to investigate how Prochlorococcus communities might change
with increasingly harsh environmental conditions. Ngugi et al.
(2011) analyzed the surface bacterial diversity of the northern
and central Red Sea using 16S rRNA sequences and reported the
predominance of HL Prochlorococcus (and SAR11) OTUs, but
there is a lack of information on the community composition
of Prochlorococcus across the whole main basin using data
analyses that are based on the wide range of currently available
cultured representatives and genomes. Community analyses of
picophytoplankton were conducted in the neighboring Gulf of
Aqaba (Lindell and Post, 1995; Fuller et al., 2005). Being much
narrower and shorter than the main basin, the Gulf of Aqaba
experiences stronger mixing patterns and drastic changes in
nutrient concentrations throughout its water column (Badran,
2001; Rasul and Stewart, 2015). Previous studies in the Gulf of
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Scanlan, 1999), seasonal physical perturbations (Penno et al.,
2006), down-welling of surface waters (Garczarek et al., 2007), or
the ability of HL-adapted Prochlorococcus populations to respond
rapidly to changes in irradiance (Malmstrom et al., 2010).
Sequences from the HL II ecotype were less represented at
100 m, but were present again at 200 m and 500 m (Figure 3).
Despite its typically greater abundance in the photic zones of
water masses (Partensky et al., 1999), Prochlorococcus HL II has
also been reported in the aphotic zone of the Western Pacific (Jiao
et al., 2013). Similarly, Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus were
recently reported in all mesopelagic (i.e., ∼600 m) metagenomic
samples collected across oceans globally (Sunagawa et al.,
2015). Their presence in deeper waters may be attributed to
attachment to sinking aggregates, rather than a physiological
adaptation to the aphotic zone, ultimately providing
deeper layers of the water column with an energy source
(Lochte and Turley, 1988).

Aqaba also focused on seasonal dynamics of picophytoplankton
(Al-Najjar et al., 2007; Post et al., 2011) or clone libraries of
marker genes to explore the diversity of Synechococcus (Fuller
et al., 2003; Lindell et al., 2005; Mühling et al., 2005). Here, we
fill the gap on the lack of knowledge on Prochlorococcus across
the main basin of the Red Sea by using pyrotag sequencing
of the rpoC1 marker gene, which is able to highly resolve
Prochlorococcus communities into subclades (Palenik, 1994;
Toledo and Palenik, 1997; Ferris and Palenik, 1998). In addition,
we apply shotgun metagenomic sequencing to bypass the bias
introduced by PCR-based methods.
In a previous study from the northern Red Sea, taxonomic
classification of bacterial 16S rRNA pyrotags from 10 m samples
collected in spring (March) indicated a relative abundance
of Prochlorococcus of 18% (Ngugi et al., 2011). Here, a
fragment recruitment analysis based on 16S rRNA genes from
metagenomes of samples collected in fall (September/October)
showed that surface samples (10, 25, and 50 m) had a relative
abundance of Prochlorococcus of 9%, which decreased over
depth (100–200 m), and was still detectable at 500 m (Figure 2),
The vertical distribution is in good agreement with previous
studies from different marine environments (Johnson et al.,
2006; Zwirglmaier et al., 2008). The difference of our data
with (Ngugi et al., 2011) might reflect season effects and/or
biases of the different methodological approaches. In general,
most of the Prochlorococcus communities in this study were
dominated by organisms related to the HL clade. The HL clade
is divided into subpopulations based on their genomic backbone
(Kashtan et al., 2014) or phylogenetic placement and association
with physicochemical parameters (Larkin et al., 2016). The
pyrotag data presented in this study show a predominance of
sequences from the HL II ecotype in the water column. The
HL II ecotype has been described to be abundant in tropical
oceans with strongly stratified waters (Bouman et al., 2011),
similar to the conditions in the Red Sea. While the binning
and preliminary classification worked well for HL II sequences,
the resolution and accuracy of the placement of non-HL II
sequences in the three other bins (“unclassified Prochlorococcus,
unclassified HL, unclassified LL”) was less satisfactory, due to the
lack of representative sequences. All OTUs in the “unclassified
Prochlorococcus” and some OTUs in the “unclassified HL” bins
were represented most strongly at 100 m and represent LL
ecotypes.
The high representation of HL and LL ecotypes at 100 m at
all stations supports the hypothesis that this particular niche
may support the stable co-occurrence of distinct Prochlorococcus
subpopulations (Figures S3, S5, S6). Environmental conditions,
including light irradiances, at 100 m are likely to result in similar
fitness levels of both HL and LL cells, reflected by the strong
correlation of HL clades with temperature and weak correlation
with Chl a concentration, but a weak correlation of LL clades with
temperature and strong correlation with Chl a concentration
(Figure S9). The co-occurrence of HL and LL clades at
intermediate depths (i.e., 100 m) has been reported before in
several ocean bodies, and most likely reflects natural transition
zones for high-light and low-light clades. Additional factors that
might add to this pattern are deep-mixing events (West and
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Phylogenetic Affiliation of Highly
Represented rpoC1 OTUs
We could confirm that the rpoC1 gene marker reflects
the established genetic microdiversity and phylogeny of
Prochlorococcus based on ITS sequences, as shown in the
respective phylogenetic trees (Figure S2). From the 38 unique
OTU sequences used for phylogenetic inference, 27 clustered
together with reference sequences of the HL II clade. Seven
OTUs that were classified as “HL II” formed a separate branch
closely related to HL II sequences that we designated as C10
in continuation of the classification scheme used by Kashtan
et al. (2014). In a previous study in the Red Sea (Shibl et al.,
2014), we detected HL VI in low proportions at 100 m based
on ITS sequences, but because there are no rpoC1 reference
sequences for this group, we cannot confirm that C10 represents
the HL VI ecotype. Still, based on the phylogenetic position
of this cluster, distinct from reference sequences of HL II
(Figure 4), and our previous ITS data, we suspect that these
seven OTUs might belong to HL VI. The HL VI ecotype, which
was discovered in the South China Sea based on ITS sequences
that cluster closely to those of HL II (Huang et al., 2012), had
maximum relative abundance at 100 m in the Western Pacific
(Jiao et al., 2013). In addition, some “unclassified HL” OTUs
with lower abundance formed a separate cluster from reference
sequences and C10, corroborating the likely presence of another
HL-adapted population in the water column (Figure S4).
Cultured isolates and genome sequences of the
Prochlorococcus LL clade are relatively poorly represented
in databases, although some studies have unraveled putative
novel lineages that occupy deeper regions of different oceans
(Martiny et al., 2009; Lavin et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012). In our
dataset, four highly represented OTUs (from 38) were affiliated
with the LL clade, one of which clustered within the LL II/III
ecotype, while three formed monophyletic branches (Figure 4).
Similar to these four OTUs, 12 “unclassified Prochlorococcus”
and four “unclassified HL” OTUs with lower sequence coverage
were distributed among the LL clade (Figure S4). All of these
LL-affiliated and “unclassified Prochlorococcus” OTUs had their
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recruitments of metagenomes using the marker gene rpoC1 from
coastal and open-water samples. The methods used in this study
provide a robust water-column dataset to address the diversity
and distribution of Prochlorococcus ecotypes throughout the Red
Sea. Results indicated a high microdiversity of Prochlorococcus
ecotypes at 100 m relative to other sampled depths in the
water column. The detected microdiversity of Prochlorococcus
ecotypes and their distribution across the same depths of different
geographical locations within the Red Sea seems homogenous.
Phylogenetic analysis of highly represented rpoC1 OTUs revealed
a dominance of HL II in addition to genotypes that could
belong to recently identified ecotypes of the HL and LL clades.
Community profiling and quantitative analysis of rpoC1 relative
gene abundance from 45 metagenomes revealed the clustering of
samples according to depth and a strong relationship between
ecotypic distribution and temperature and oxygen levels. More
reference sequences belonging to less abundant ecotypes will
allow for a higher phylogenetic resolution and more accurate
classification of pyrotags and metagenomic reads. Combinatorial
effects of measured environmental parameters and additional
parameters that were not captured in this study seem to
influence the overall Prochlorococcus distribution in the Red Sea.
Additional representative genomes from the Red Sea and more
sensitive molecular tools will aid in detecting possible subtle
population differences such as single-nucleotide variations, and
might reveal a higher microdiversity within populations.

highest representation at 100 m (Figures S3, S5), represent
LL ecotypes, and contribute to the diversity at this depth. No
rpoC1 reference sequences are publically available from novel
LL ecotypes that were purely defined based on ITS sequences
(Martiny et al., 2009; Lavin et al., 2010). However, previous
identification of ITS clones from the Red Sea that affiliated
with the non-cultured group (NC1; Shibl et al., 2014) suggests
that some rpoC1 OTUs in the LL clade reported in this study
could be attributed to NC1. It has already been suggested that
NC1 is polyphyletic (Martiny et al., 2009), which could explain
the occurrence of several independent branches in the tree
(Figure 4).

Correlation of Distribution Patterns of
Prochlorococcus With Environmental
Parameters
The slow influx of waters from the Strait of Bab Al Mandab
(south) and the Gulf of Aqaba (north) appears to have a negligible
influence on the distribution pattern of Prochlorococcus ecotypes
across the water column in the surface southern, central and
northern regions. The Prochlorococcus community composition
in the Red Sea is highly similar among all sampled water
columns, however varies according to depth (Figure S6). The
Prochlorococcus community structure of surface samples and
100 m samples cluster separately in both, pyrotag data and
metagenome data (Figures S7A,C). A difference between the
two datasets was observed in the placement of the deepwater samples, which clustered among the surface samples
(pyrotag data), or separately from surface and 100 m samples
(metagenome recruits). Clustering of our samples from both
datasets according to the prevailing physicochemical parameters
shows a clear structuring according to depths, separated into
surface, 100 m, and deep-water samples (Figures S7B,D). In all
cases, the AGNES agglomerative coefficient value (Kaufman and
Rousseeuw, 2009) that measures separation between clusters was
high, but clearly additional data and more sampling points will
result in a higher resolution.
As shown with both datasets, the Prochlorococcus community
composition of the 100 m samples correlated well with
chlorophyll, where the taxonomic composition could be a
feature of the deep chlorophyll maximum layer at this depth
(Figure 5A and Figure S8A). Most of the surface samples (10,
25, and 50 m) clustered together with no distinct biogeographical
pattern, indicative of the homogeneity of the Prochlorococcus
community in the surface waters of the Red Sea (Figure 5B and
Figure S8B). A few outliers collected from southern stations were
an exception, where the influx of a foreign water mass from
the Indian Ocean (Churchill et al., 2015) may have affected the
community.
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In this study, we expand the knowledge of the niche partitioning
of HL and LL adapted Prochlorococcus populations in the basin of
the understudied oligotrophic Red Sea, which is characterized by
warm and saline waters. To elucidate the microdiversity within
the genus, we applied 454-pyrotag sequencing and fragment
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Table S1 | Overview of the physicochemical characteristics of stations
sampled for metagenomic shotgun sequencing and analysis during the
KAUST Red Sea Expedition (KRSE) in 2011.
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WH5701, WH7803, WH7805, and WH8102). Bootstrap values are indicated on
each node by symbols, and the scale bar indicates estimated sequence
divergence. The outgroup used on the tree is the rpoC1 sequence of the
Synechococcus elongatus strain PCC6301. Branches representing major clades
of Prochlorococcus that do not contain any OTUs from this study are collapsed.
The branch labels (C1, C8, C5, and C9) within the HL II clade are based on
Kashtan et al. (2014). C10 refers to a group of sequences that were preliminary
binned in “HL II,” but did not cluster together with any reference sequences.
Accession numbers and the number of sequences contained in each OTU are
shown.

Table S2 | Overview of the physicochemical characteristics of all the
stations and depths sampled during the KAUST Red Sea Expedition
(KRSE) in 2011.
Table S3 | Overview of the numbers of raw reads and reads after quality
control (QC reads) for each metagenomic sample used in this study.
Figure S1 | Alpha diversity indices of the six sampled depths from stations
sampled for pyrotag sequencing. (A) Community richness was estimated
using the number of observed OTUs and the Chao1 estimator. Community
diversity was calculated using the Shannon index. Analyses were performed and
the results are plotted in the R environment (R Core Team, 2014,
www.R-project.org). (B) Rarefaction curve based on the observed OTUs (Sobs ).
(C) Rarefaction curve based on the Good’s coverage for the pyrotags. Both curves
were generated using the MOTHUR software package (Schloss et al., 2009).

Figure S5 | Heat map of the relative abundances for selected rpoC1 OTUs
that belong to the “unclassified Prochlorococcus” group (green) and the
“unclassified HL” group (violet). Each column displays the relative abundance
of a given OTU, labeled by station number and depth. The heat map was
generated in the R environment (R Core Team, 2014, www.R-project.org).

Figure S2 | Phylogenetic trees for Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus
reference sequences of ITS and rpoC1 generated using MEGA (Tamura
et al., 2013). (A) Neighbor-joining tree of 16S-23S rRNA ITS sequences
constructed using p-distance and 1000 bootstrap iterations. Sequences were
retrieved from all lineages available to date that represent the major phylogenetic
ecotypes of Prochlorococcus and 10 Synechococcus strains (CC9311, CC9902,
CC9605, RCC307, RS9916, RS9917, WH5701, WH7803, WH7805, and
WH8102). The HL II branch contains ITS sequences obtained from the 96
single-cells sequenced by Kashtan et al. (2014) is collapsed for easier
representation, as is the Synechococcus branch. Solid black circles represent
bootstrap values higher than 80% and the scale bar indicates estimated sequence
divergence. Accession numbers for ITS sequences of strains that do not have a
sequenced genome are shown in brackets. The Synechococcus elongatus strain
PCC6301 was used as the outgroup. (B) Neighbor-joining tree of rpoC1
sequences constructed using p-distance and 1000 bootstrap iterations. The
sequences were retrieved from all lineages available to date that represent the
major phylogenetic clades of Prochlorococcus and 10 Synechococcus strains
(CC9311, CC9902, CC9605, RCC307, RS9916, RS9917, WH5701, WH7803,
WH7805, and WH8102). The HL II branch contains rpoC1 sequences obtained
from the 96 single-cells sequenced by Kashtan et al. (2014) and is collapsed for
easier representation, as is the Synechococcus branch. Solid black circles
represent bootstrap values greater than 80% and the scale bar indicates
estimated sequence divergence. Accession numbers for rpoC1 sequences of
strains that do not have a sequenced genome are shown in brackets. The
Synechococcus elongatus strain PCC6301 was used as the outgroup.

Figure S6 | Prochlorococcus community structure in the water column of
the Red Sea according to (A) recruited rpoC1 metagenomic reads and (B)
rpoC1 pyrotag reads. The x-axis displays the station numbers from north to
south and depths. The red box highlights the samples from 100 m where a higher
number of LL-affiliated reads were retrieved, forming a co-occurrence with
HL-affiliated reads.
Figure S7 | Hierarchical clustering of different stations with respect to
their community composition and environmental variables using both
datasets, metagenome recruits (A, B) and pyrotags (C, D). The clustering
method “complete” and the “Euclidean” distance measure were used in the
analyses. The AGNES agglomerative coefficient (0-1) measures separation
between clusters. Branch colors indicate depth (green: 10, 25, and 50 m, orange:
100 m and blue: 200–500 m) from which samples were collected.
Figure S8 | Principal component analysis of the Prochlorococcus
population based on rpoC1 pyrotags. (A) Ordination plot of physicochemical
parameters and the community structure of Prochlorococcus from all stations and
depths. (B) Ordination plot of physicochemical parameters and the community
structure of Prochlorococcus from surface samples only (10, 25, and 50 m). The
lengths of the lines represent the strength of the correlation, numbers indicate the
different stations and colors indicate depth (green: 10, 25, and 50 m, orange:
100 m and blue: 200–500 m) where samples were collected.
Figure S9 | Correlation matrix for Prochlorococcus ecotypes based on the
rpoC1 reads recruited from the metagenomes and environmental
parameters with color-keyed correlation coefficients, r, displaying
positive correlations in blue and negative correlations in red. The size and
color intensity of each circle is proportional to the strength of the correlation. The
p-values according to Spearman’s rank are indicated in the squares where 0 = <
0.0001. All values of the environmental parameters were log10 transformed and
the correlation matrix was calculated and visualized using the corrplot package in
the R environment.

Figure S3 | Heat map of the distribution of abundance for the highly
represented 38 rpoC1 OTUs that were found a minimum of two times in at
least 5% of our samples. The hierarchical clustering of the sampled stations and
depths are shown on the left side of the map. The colors of the fonts denote OTUs
that belong to the “HL II” (blue) and “unclassified Prochlorococcus” (green). The
bracket on the right side highlights the clustering of 100 m samples where OTUs
of the bin “unclassified Prochlorococcus” were mostly detected. The heat map
was generated in the R environment (R Core Team, 2014, www.R-project.org).

Figure S10 | Venn diagrams for rpoC1 sequences based on (A) reads from
metagenomic data and (B) pyrotag data showing the percent of variance
explained by temperature, salinity, oxygen and chlorophyll a as well as the
overlapping effects of each pair of factors. The amount of variation not
explained by the complete model (i.e., residuals) is also provided. The “varpart”
function is based on redundancy analysis (rda) and uses adjusted R2 to express
explained variation.

Figure S4 | Neighbor-joining tree of highly represented OTUs (see Figure
4), as well as OTUs that belong to the “unclassified Prochlorococcus”
(green fonts) and the “unclassified HL” bins (violet fonts). The phylogenetic
tree was constructed using the p-distance model and 1000 bootstrap replicates.
Reference sequences were obtained from ∼50 Prochlorococcus and 10
Synechococcus strains (CC9311, CC9902, CC9605, RCC307, RS9916, RS9917,
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